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Selling Seduction: Women and Feminine
Nature in 1920s Florida Advertising
by Nicole C. Cox
n 1925, Tampa's Booster Record and Publishing Company
debuted its latest jingle, "Tampa Steps Out," with words and
music by Frank W. Salley. The song, and many others like it,
promoted the state and the city of Tampa during the 1920s realestate frenzy known as the Florida land boom. Following the
United States' long booster musical tradition, Florida songbooks
featured colorful pictorial covers designed to function as a sort of
billboard depicting the region's charms and progress. City and
state developers, hotel proprietors, real-estate salesmen, and other
boosters engaged professional songwriters, including the
renowned Irving Berlin, to develop original compositions that
would highlight their communities. 1
As portrayed by 1920s advertisers, women also played a specific role in Florida image and mythmaking, interacting with and frol-
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David Guion, "Booster Songs: Musical Manifestations of Civic Pride in
American Towns and Cities," journal of American Culture 5, no. 2 (Summer
1982): 56; and Eugene Rachlis and John E. Marqusee, "Flagler, Florida and
Fantasy," in The Landlords (New York: Random House, 1963), 115.
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In 1925, Frank W. Salley's song, "Tampa Steps Out," distributed by The Booster
Record and Publishing Company, promoted Florida, the city of Tampa, and its
environment as female. Courtesy of Special and Digital Collections, University of South
Florida, Tampa Library.

icking in a human-constructed or imagined nature. Images of
women and the "natural" environment graced the covers of booster songs and also surfaced in the lyrics. Salley's ditty "Tampa Steps
Out" is one of the more remarkable examples of this advertising
https://stars.library.ucf.edu/fhq/vol89/iss2/4
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technique. The cover features a younger, white woman with eyes
closed carefully applying bright-red lipstick with her right hand. In
her left, she holds an open compact with assorted feminine accoutrements. Instead of the woman's reflection appearing in the mirror, the picture shows a modern, developing city that presumably
represents Tampa. A sunny sky backlights a scene replete with skyscrapers, a billowing smoke cloud, and construction. 2
Juxtaposed with this image, the lyrics are even more revealing.
Addressing those individuals who have heard about "Dixie" and
"think she's grand," the writer professed, "Florida is Dixie's Sunny
land Honey land." Tampa, surrounded by her "tropic splendors
rare," served as the epicenter. Salley feminized the South, the state
of Florida, and this city. If readers had any doubt that the woman
personified Tampa, the lyricist reminded, "Miss Tampa always
struts her stuff with Perfume paint and powder puff. Miss Tampa
wears a winning smile and Winks her eyes in latest style." 3 Just as
the woman on the cover applied lipstick to enhance her natural
features, Tampa's citizens made improvements to the landscape by
constructing a built environment with all of the natural beauty,
industrial necessities, and solid reputation necessary to lure
prospective investors. According to the song, these assets ensured
the city's transformation from a "little hick town in 1898 to the
largest town in the state" by 1925, although census data shows that
Jacksonville's population still exceeded Tampa's population. 4
While shaping Florida's identity, the songwriter blurred the
boundaries transcending gender, nature, and place, but also
revealed his perceptions about the relationship between women
and nature.
Composers of booster tunes like "Tampa Steps Out" joined the
"vast army of press-agents who were feeding the fires of the vast inflation with an incendiary vocabulary of superlatives."5 Advertisers like
Salley deliberately and repeatedly marketed Florida and its environ2.

3.
4.
5.

Frank W. Salley, "Tampa Steps Out" (Tampa, FL: Booster Record and
Publishing Company, 1925), Box 8, Florida Sheet Music Collection, Special
Collections, University of South Florida Library, Tampa, Florida. Hereinafter
cited as FSM Collection, USF Library.
Ibid.
Ibid.; Florida Department of Agriculture, The fifth census of the state of Florida
taken in the yem· 1925 (Tallahassee, FL: T J. Appleyard, 1926), 83, in the Florida
Heritage Collection Database.
Burton Rascoe, introduction to Boom in Paradise, by T . H. Weigall (New York:
Alfred H. King, 1932), xiii.
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ment as a feminized paradise where alluring women cavorted among
equally enchanting landscapes. Although historians acknowledge the
key role advertising played in the boom, few scholars have examined
specific dimensions of the Florida image-making industry, the people
who participated in it, and the myths they created. 6 Previous studies
of the state in the 1920s have focused more on the phenomenal business aspects and real-estate ventures and not on the significance of or
the potential meanings behind advertising. 7 Scholars examining
1920s advertising broadly, however, demonstrate that "as a cultural
forum, advertising is one battleground upon which the much larger
war of cultural constructions of gender is waged." 8
To address this underexplored aspect of the state's land boom,
this paper considers visual sources including sheet music, realestate advertisements, and photographs, in addition to travel
accounts, periodicals, and other booster publications. These
ephemera provide insight into how advertisers, promoters, and
boosters represented Florida's environment and the women who
supposedly personified the state. Controlling Florida's imagery,
these groups reinforced the subordinate status of the environment
and women. The advertisers who marketed Florida did so through
the male gaze-culturally constructing myths about the state that
emphasized Florida's feminine environment and the omnipresence of attractive female figures in this environment.
The abundance of images from this period in Florida provides
a visible example of the land boom's emphasis on aesthetics.
Burton Rascoe, a journalist and literary critic observing the Florida
mania assessed, "The Florida land boom, although it followed the
general pattern of inflation and collapse that has characterized all
money-mad mass manias, was unique in one respect. It was the
only one that was founded upon an aesthetic ideal. ... The Florida
land boom had its beginning in a vision ofbeauty."9 Florida nature
6.
7.

8.

9.

Tim Hollis, Selling the Sunshine State: A Celebration of Florida Tourism Advertising
(Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 2008), 1.
A notable exception that considers advertising is Gary R. Mormino, Land of
Sunshine, State of Dreams: A Social History of Modem Florida (Gainesville:
University Press of Florida, 2005).
Margaret A Hawkins and Thomas K. Nakayama, "Discourse on Women 's
Bodies: Advertising in the 1920s," in Constructing and Reconstructing Gender:
The Links Arnong Communication, Language, and Gender, ed. Linda A.M. Perry,
Lynn H. Turner, and Helen M. Sterk (Albany: State University of New York
Press, 1992), 62.
Rascoe, introduction to Boorn in Paradise, xi.
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proved essential to this vision and embodied what environmental
historian Jack E. Davis describes as the state's "living aesthetic- the
indigenous and distinct flora, fauna, and climate that brought life
and color to the landscape and gave the state its character apart
from human creations." 10 This living aesthetic impressed John
Kunkel Small, the botanist and taxonomist who traveled extensively in Florida before publishing From Eden to Sahara (1929) in which
he warned about the destruction of this environment. Small
described the state as "unique in its geologic structure, its geographic position, and its plant covering." 11 Over 3,000 species of
temperate and tropical plants, more bird species than any other
continental state, and an array of mammal , reptile, and amphibian
species have been found in Florida. The state's climate also spans
both temperate and subtropical zones; residents enjoy close proximity to sea water, over 30,000 estimated lakes, and a number of
first and second-magnitude springs. 12
Developers, salesmen, and advertisers, however, had no qualms
about manipulating and engineering both the state's environment
and its image in the interests of progress and profit. These individuals then marketed the finished product as "natural" Florida, reinforcing William Cronan's observation that nature "is a profoundly
human construction." 13 In marketing campaigns, the frequency
with which advertisers showed women in nature implied that beautiful females were native to Florida, like the state's flora and fauna,
although many of these elements were non-native as well.
Recent works by environmental historians of Florida have
focused on the state's mythic status, and Davis explains, "Florida is an
imagined place. It has long been so, with outsiders historically acting
as the creators of its image." 14 Matthew Klingle considers how differ-

10. Jack E. Davis, "Alligators and Plume Birds: The Despoliation of Florida's
Living Aesthetic," in Pa-radise Lost?: The Environmental History of Florida, ed.
Raymond Arsenault and Jack E. Davis (Gainesville: University Press of Florida,
2005), 236.
11. John Kunkel Small, From Eden to Sahara: Florida's Tragedy (Lancaster, PA:
Science Press Printing Company, 1929) , 5.
12. Jack E. Davis and Raymond Arsenault, introduction to Paradise Lost?, 9; and
Charlton W. Tebeau and William Marina, "Natural Endowment and First
Inhabitants," in A History ofFlorida, 3rd ed. (Coral Gables, FL: University of
Miami Press, 1999), 3-6.
13. William Cronon, introduction to Uncommon Ground: Toward Reinventing
Nature (New York: W.W. Norton and Company, 1995) , 25.
14. Davis, "Alligators and Plume Birds," 235.
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ent groups throughout history invested spaces with meaning to create what they viewed as ideal places and concludes, "Place making is
neither disinterested nor innocent. . .. Place is never incidental." 15
The individuals who created an imagined Florida during the 1920s
were neither disinterested nor innocent. Instead, like their counterparts in other states, Florida's promoters sought to profit from their
place making. Gertrude Matthews Shelby, a writer for Harper's
Monthly Magazine who traveled to the state to witness the boom firsthand, discussed the overarching motivation for profit that fueled the
"Florida Frenzy." It was "the smell of money in Florida, which attracts
men as the smell of blood attracts a wild animal." 16 If money represented the ultimate motivator, images of women and nature seduced
investors and ensured greater profits. In 1920s Florida, promoters
embraced and blended the natural with the obviously artificial to
achieve, if in image only, their vision of paradise.
Florida boosters were not alone in their efforts. According to
historian William Deverell, white "city builders" in Los Angeles
who held social, political, and cultural sway "worked diligently to
invent the ideal city of their dreams, inventing myths and reengineering and repressing history, places, and peopleP As in Los
Angeles, a similar group of boosters and businessmen created and
controlled Florida's image in the 1920s. In their quest to market
paradise, the men responsible for Florida's images employed the
same tactics that Deverell described; repetition and typicality
served as their guiding principles. 18 In his discussion on the deliberateness of image making, Deverell asserts, "What may seem like
caricature today was critical repetition then, the construction of
important and identifiable regional idioms explicitly designed to
encourage capitalization, tourism, and settlement." 19 With similar
aims, Florida's advertisers consistently feminized nature, the state,
and its cities, speaking proudly of "Florida and her possibilities." 20
15.

16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

Matthew Klingle, Emerald City: An Environmental History of Seattle (New Haven,
CT: Yale University Press, 2007), 4. While Klingle focuses on Seattle, his definition and discussion of place is important to my examination of Florida.
Gertrude Matthews Shelby, "Florida Frenzy," Harper's Monthly Magazine,
January 1926, 177.
William Deverell, Whitewashed Adobe: The Rise of Los Angeles and the Remaking of
its Mexican Past (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2004), 2, 5.
Ibid ., 174.
Ibid.
Kenneth L. Roberts, Florida (New York: Harper and Brothers Publishers,
1926) , 114.
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Details about feminine Florida and its charms varied, but
advertisers repeatedly depicted Florida and its nature as young,
beautiful, active, and carefree. The images rarely conjured up a
picture of a meek Victorian miss, but instead seemed to represent
a 1920s "New Woman." Changing social norms and values greatly
affected women during this decade. The ideal woman of the nineteenth century had been a pious, pure, domestic, and submissive
Victorian paragon .21 By the early twentieth century, however, the
New Woman who embodied the passion ofyouth and leisure competed with her. 22 Advertising spread and developed the 1920s
youth-centered culture through publicized events such as the 1921
swimsuit "beauty" competition in Atlantic City, New Jersey, which
crowned the first "Miss America." 23 Women shortened their hemlines, bared their shoulders, painted their faces, and bobbed their
hair. According to Lois Banner, the flapper "symbolized the fixation with youth as the ideal that would increasingly characterize
modern America over the course of the twentieth century." 24
In Florida, the number of progressive northerners and the beach
setting's relaxed atmosphere facilitated the development of these
changing gender ideas and roles. Changes in 1920s society, especially attitudes toward women, clearly influenced the techniques and
strategies employed by advertisers marketing Florida nature .
Promoters of Florida wanted prospective visitors, tourists, and male
investors to believe that beautiful women existed as a feature of this
paradise. The state's community builders achieved this image of paradise by enforcing gender stereotypes and hierarchies. In The Lay of
the Land ( 1975), Annette Kolodny explores the American "yearning
to know and to respond to the landscape as feminine," and identifies
this tendency as the "American 'pastoral impulse. "' 25
Florida's promoters perpetuated this impulse in the twentieth
century through national advertising, which increased during the
Coolidge era of prosperity. Frederick Lewis Allen, Harper's
Magazine editor and chronicler of the 1920s, explained, "Mass pro21.

Barbara Welter, "The Cult of True Womanhood: 1820-1860," American
Quarterly 18, no . 2 (Summer 1966): 151.
22. Lois W. Banner, Women in Modern America: A Brief History, 4th ed. (California:
Wadsworth Publishing, 2004), 2.
23. Hawkins and Nakayama, "Discourse on Women's Bodies," 61.
24. Banner, Women in Modern America, 71.
25. Annette Kolodny, The Lay of the Land: Metaphor as Experience and History in
American Life and Letters (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press,
1975) , 8.
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duction was not confined to automobiles; there was mass production in news and ideas as well." 26 Newspaper and magazine circulation soared and Florida became a featured subject. T.H. Weigall, a
boom time British visitor and ad-man, noted, "By the end of 1925 it
was impossible to open a newspaper anywhere in the United States
without finding some reference to Florida and Florida's activities."27 Observers from The Saturday Evening Post and The New
Republic talked incessantly about Florida, the boom, and the state's
delightful environment. Kenneth L. Roberts, author of a Florida
series for the Post, fell victim to Florida's siren call and wrote several promotional books about the state and its boom. 28
Like other promoters, Roberts feminized Florida and "her"
environment. He also described other states as feminine. For
example, in an effort to dismiss what he believed to be false claims
about Florida, Roberts depicted northern states as jealous gossipmongers and the source of nasty rumors about their southernmost
sister. Roberts declared, "Florida is too young and fresh and active
for these old and ancient Northern states, and she fills them with
suspicion and distrust." 29 They whispered accusations about
Florida being a "hussy," "trollop," and a shameless gold-digger in
the same way more conservative women might have criticized flappers in the 1920s.30
Promoters seized upon the climatic differences between the
state and its competitors to highlight Florida's enchantments and
appeal to northerners weary of the cold. In his study of Miami as
"the town that climate built-climate plus advertising," Victor
Rainbolt considered the benefits of exploiting Florida's natural
endowments for promotional purposes. He concluded, "Climate
as an asset for a country's development may be as tangible in its
value as the products of mine or field-if properly exploited." 31
Florida's advertisers submitted countless examples for the nation's
admiration. In "Two Queens," a poem published in the Tampa

26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.

Frederick Lewis Allen, Only Yesterday: An Informal History of the Nineteen-Twenties
(1931; repr., New York: Harper and Row, Publishers, 1957) , 187-188.
Weigall, Boom in Paradise, 136.
Roberts, Florida.
Roberts, Florida, 323-324.
Ibid., 324.
Victor Rainbolt, The Town That Climate Built: The Story of the Rise of a City in the
American Tropics (Miami, FL: Parker Art Printing Association, 1925) , 46 and
133.
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booster magazine Suniland, the Lady of the Lakes, representing
natural Florida, emerged victorious over the Lady of the Snow, or
the North. The Lady of the Snow was haughty, cold, and aloof:
"She's frozen to the core, the outer edge may thaw, not more."
Fortunately for cold residents spurned by this icy reception, the
poem's protagonist- the Lady of the Lakes-managed to wrest
"Winter's rule" and triumph with her "balmy breeze." 32
Advertisers' manipulations of Florida's climate parallel Mike
Davis's observation in Ecology of Fear that "even the weather (or,
rather, its normative representation) is subject to ideological construction."33 Although "Two Queens" portrayed a contest between
different natural environments, the gendered representation of
the Lady of Lakes versus the Lady of Snow suggested that women
of these environments could be distinguished by regional attitudes
and characteristics. Another booster song, "The Tourist in Florida"
(1924), composed by Arthur Amsden of Saginaw, Michigan and
marketed as a special "souvenir edition," described romantic and
grand Florida that had the "sweetest perfume of Dixie land," and
retained her golden locks while the "dear old North begins to
freeze." 34 Through the advertisers' lens, the contest between
Florida and the frigid North was not much of a competition.
The campaign grew more intense in other regions with warm,
sunny climes. In Sun Hunting (1922), Roberts discussed Florida's
rivalry with California for the title of "queen of winter resorts." 35
Although Stephen]. Whitfield maintains that Florida should be
viewed as a "re-run" or as the "dubbed version" of California,
Florida's boosters dedicated themselves to challenging the belief
that the Sunshine State was a second-rate Golden State. 36 When
jealous individuals from California impugned Florida's honor, perhaps by insulting Florida with complaints about the heat, mosquitoes, or hurricanes, none of which advertisers discussed, Florida's
32. Jessie Munns, "Two Queens," Suniland, September 1925, 25 , Floridiana
Collection, Special Collections, University of South Florida Library, Tampa,
Florida. Hereinafter cited as Floridiana, USF Library.
33. Mike Davis, Ecology ofFear: Los Angeles and the Imagination ofDisaster (New York:
Metropolitan Books, 1998) , 159-160.
34. Arthur Amsden, "The Tourist in Florida" (Saginaw, MI: Arthur Amsden,
1924), Box 6. FSM Collection, USF Library.
35. Kenneth L. Roberts, Sun Hunting (Indianapolis: The Bobbs-Merrill Company,
1922), 129.
36. Stephen]. Whitfield, "Florida's Fudged Identity," Florida Historical Quarterly
71 , no. 4 (April1993): 433, 425.
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citizens felt obliged to respond. Roberts claimed that her citizenry
would "rise to defend the state's fair name; and the low, searing
curses that are hurled against the foul detractor are warm enough
to singe a hog." 37 In this context, Florida p layed a female character whose manly citizens preserved her honor.
Roberts also suggested that Florida acted out another stereotype-the manic and vindictive female . Florida especially appreciated negative press about California, in his view, and "smacks her
lips over it with the keenest delight." 38 Roberts dramatically
claimed that Florida also occasionally seized the opportunity to
"slip a knife into her hated resort rival, California; and when the
chance occurs, the air is filled with a deadly swishing sound, due to
the violence with which the knife is inserted."39
Roberts also chose not to portray Florida as a timid or demure
lady. Instead, he implied that Florida, its environment, and the
women who lived there could be beautiful, but also wild. The cover
of a September 1925 issue of Suniland reinforced this image, featuring three female pirates dressed in formfitting men's clothes
and oversize boots. One woman held a cigarette while another
leaned on a gun. Seated on the open treasure chest, the central figure surveyed its contents. 40 Although the women's gender identity
appears transgressive, the female figures remain visually appealing.
Another article in Suniland summarized the important relationship between feminine Florida and its environment: "Up and
down her 1,200 miles of coast the Sunshine State always has plenty of breeze to cool her beaches and then sweep on its refreshing
way over her jewel cities."41 Charles Donald Fox, one of Florida's
visitors and esteemed defenders, found the state's geographic positioning alluringly feminine. He framed the setting for readers:
"(The state was] bathed in the caresses of the southern sun and
embracing seas, wooed by the warm waters of the Gulf Stream."42
Fox even claimed that "stripped of much of the glamour with
which hundreds of her well meaning press agents have clothed

37.
38.
39.
40 .
41.
42.

Roberts, Sun Hunting, 128.
Ibid.
Ibid.
Suniland, September 1925, Floridiana, USF Library.
S.M. Shelton, "Purely Informal: In Which It Is Shown T hat Florida Has No
Dog Days," Suniland, October 1925, 71-73, Florid iana, USF Library.
Charles Donald Fox, The Truth About Florida (New York: Simon and Schuster,
1925), 3.
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her, Florida, just as she really is, presents a pleasant enough
appearance to make her most attractive." 43 She might have been a
Hollywood starlet whose press agents deliberately crafted her public image, yet underneath the glitter, were qualities that even a
moderately talented ad-man could exploit successfully.
Both male promoters and visitors described various aspects of
Florida and its charms as they might describe their sweetheart.
Florida coaxed, beckoned, and cajoled, offering "sheltering palms
and nature's arms." 44 The state's feminine environment could
make travelers forget any bad experiences that might have
occurred during their stay such as real-estate deals gone awry or
encounters with swindlers. Advertisers and visitors chronicled bittersweet departures from Florida as one might describe saying
goodbye to their love. Rainbolt compared leaving Miami to the
passing of a summer day, and lamented: "We remember only her
sweetness, the outdoor joy she brought us, the crimson of her sunsets, the rose of her sunrises, the breath of her flowers, the song of
her birds-the warmth of her sun!" 45
Florida's advertisers and boosters feminized most of the state's
attributes, whether native or human constructed. The state possessed "palms, beautiful and curving," "gentle breezes, soft and
laden ," "haunting fragrance of tropic scents," "velvet-smooth
streets," "curving boulevards," and "purest water." 46 Boosters even
drew attention to fish, feminizing and sexualizing mullet and tarpon. Roberts noted how "the mullet fling themselves in playful
ecstasies." 47 A Suniland feature on Florida tarpon fishing captured
one fisherman rhapsodizing about his lucky catch: "Six feet of the
most beautiful creature that lives." 48 The caption of one hooked
and leaping tarpon read, "A twisting, gyrating body garmented in
glistening silver and enveloped in a cloud of sparkling diamonds."49 To the fisherman and the writer, the tarpon embodied
43.
44.
45.
46.

47.
48.
49.

Ibid.
Abel Green and Jesse Greer, Florida (New York: Robbins and Engel, 1925) ,
Box 6, FSM Collection, USF Library.
Rainbolt, The Town That Climate Built, 135-136.
Reginald T. Townshend, "Along the American Riviera," Country Life, January
1926, 35-37; Roberts, Florida, 219; Advertisement for Lake Alfred Suniland,
January 1925, 4-5, Floridiana, USF Library.
Roberts, Florida, 129.
Joseph Mickler, "A Fisherman's Paradise: Where Truth Is Much More Vivid
Than Fiction," Suniland, April 1925, 45, Floridiana, USF Library.
Ibid., 48.
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grace, beauty, and fighting prowess, but men ultimately won the
fight by managing to land a silver tarpon. 50
Beyond rod and baited hook, imagery allowed men to control
the environment. Feminized depictions of Florida nature
appeared more often than advertisements using masculine language. The latter, however, had the same results. An advertisement
for Moore Haven, Florida, appealed to a specific, masculine audience: "red-blooded, two-fisted, stand-up-and-work sort of a fellow."
If "you glory in the 'strike' of a big ol' ten-pound black Bass as he
tries to masticate your 'pet' lure," then Moore Haven wanted you
to settle there. This description of a black bass showed a completely different way to depict Florida fish. Just as men could control
sexualized and feminized mullet and tarpon, they proved capable
anglers of brutish bass. Moore Haven did not simply appeal to
those men who spent their time in the great outdoors hunting,
fishing, and farming, the ad claimed to be for true American patriots, those who "love your home and country and your fellowmen ."51 Moore Haven wanted traditional, white male citizens like
the men who designed advertisements and the readers who subscribed to Suniland. Whether the ephemera featured women or
wildlife, Florida's promoters targeted men. Ads did not discuss
how female visitors would be transformed into beautiful women by
their arrival in Florida. Instead, promoters claimed that beauty
occurred naturally in the state, and male investors could possess
this beauty for the right price.
In 1924, Sam Gold and Dave Waters composed a song for
Tallahassee, the state capital, which described local girls as "mighty
classy" and encouraged listeners to "c'm' out of Tennessee, and
Alabammy, just forget your Georgia Mammy" and travel to
Tallahassee. The songwriters stressed the loving touch "mother
nature" applied to Tallahassee, "puttin' on her bestest gown." 52
The song's allure, however, seems to be more about "gals sweet
and classy" than Florida real estate. Songwriters suggested that the
beautiful environment Mother Nature created in Tallahassee also
produced beautiful, female residents. 53
50.
51.

Ibid., 45.
Advertisement for Moore Haven , Suniland, April 1925, 9, Floridi ana, USF
Library.
52. Sam Gold and Dave Waters, "Tall ahassee" (Winnipeg and Toronto: Hearst
Music Publishers of Canada, 1924), Box 8, FSM Collection , USF Library.
53. Ibid.
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Other land-boom observers also claimed that Florida's feminine nature specifically chose what environmental features and
natural disasters to produce or withhold. According to Roberts,
Florida did not waste her time "grow[ing]" mountains, snowstorms, and earthquakes, as the state had no particular use for
these. He explained that "since there isn't any reason for them, she
specializes on more useful things like paw-paws and prospectuses
and perfect thirty-four bathing-girls and what-not, and secures
some startling results." 54 Roberts's mention of business prospectuses and attractive bathing girls reinforced the significance of selling
Florida with images of women and nature. He also suggested that
beautiful women occurred naturally in Florida and that Mother
Nature deliberately "grew" these women to draw investors. Based
on the "startling results" to which Roberts alluded, the strategy
proved successful. Promoters attributed Florida's many beauties to
Mother Nature, but in reality, they controlled the stock images that
exploited Florida's environment and its female residents.
The bathing beauty emerged as one of Florida's most publicized and enduring symbols. This newfound fascination with
females in swimsuits represented a cultural revolution as the suntan, once "a symbol of labor," emerged as a "symbol ofleisure." 55 In
his history of erotic advertising, Tom Reichert marks the 1920s as
the beginning of the "show and sell' approach that relied on "sexualized images of women's bodies." 56 Florida advertisers in the 1920s
touted the beauties in photographs, postcards, and songs that featured women enjoying Florida nature. Hotel owners and businessmen staged elaborate pageants with bathing girls designed to
highlight new developments carved out of Florida's environment. 5 7
Many northern visitors to Florida remarked on developer Carl
Fisher's famous billboards that taunted northerners slogging
through snow with advertisements for Miami and its bathing beauties. Ads with catchy slogans showed young, white women frolicking on sunny beaches reminding onlookers that "It's Always June
in Miami Beach," or that Miami was "Where Summer Spends the

54.
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Winter." 58 Jane Fisher, Carl Fisher's wife, discussed the significance of this advertising campaign in her autobiography. She confessed to being the unwitting prototype of the Miami Beach
bathing beauty. Jane Fisher supposedly shocked Miami's staid
beachgoers by wearing a racy, fashionable, formfitting 1920s
bathing costume without stockings. When she discussed the event
afterward with her husband, he found his inspiration and excitedly declared, "We'll get the prettiest girls we can find and put them
in the goddamnedest tightest and shortest bathing suits .. . We'll
have their pictures taken and send them all over the goddamn
country." 59 AlthoughJane Fisher claimed that the slogans used by
Florida advertisers had "drawing power," she also admitted, "The
beauties were a big part of the inspired ballyhoo designed to bring
buyers to the new land where Carl and his cohorts were waiting." 60
The Booster Record and Publishing Company, a local Tampa
enterprise that churned out advertising ditties, also capitalized on the
bathing-beauty stereotype. One composition, "Mandalay-The Isle of
a Thousand Palms," promoted the Clearwater Beach development
Mandalay. The song urged listeners to "learn the charm ofMandalay."
A picture of "Miss Mandalay," Maggie Gray, who "was chosen to pose
for a national magazine advertising campaign," graced the sheet
music. She was "one of the many Clearwater girls who love the buoyant surf bathing in the Gulf of Mexico at Mandalay," and one who,
boosters believed, would seduce homebuyers. 61
Although the promoters claimed Miss Mandalay was a
Clearwater resident, many of the women appearing in Florida
advertising campaigns might not have been Floridians. Silas Bent,
a journalist who reviewed newspaper practices in his 1927 work
Ballyhoo, cast doubt on the authenticity of California and Florida
bathing beauties. "My own experience as an editor in this field has
taught me that the 'debutantes' at California and Florida bathing
resorts are too often chorus girls and models." 62 If Bent was cor-
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rect, advertisers added another layer of artificiality to the practice
of selling natural Florida. He implied that professional beauties
like chorus girls and models did not count in discussions of naturalness because they made beauty their career. Bent also observed,
"nearly anything in a bathing costume can get into the rotogravure
sections." 63 Florida's promoters understood this and overwhelmed
wire services with "cheesecake" photos of young women romping
on the beaches. 54 A women's magazine of the period claimed that
"Ladies' legs are no longer news," but Bent argued, "the picture
editors have not found it out." 65
The women in these images represented what Simone Weil
Davis characterizes as "the 'vehicle'"-an "advertising model who
transmits the message" between "the adman" and "the consumer."66 The men crafting these images associated women with
"the carnal, the emotional, and the physical," but aligned men
with the "cultural, the intellectual, and the spiritual." 67 B. F.
Borchardt wrote an article in 1925 for Suniland on Florida photography; he discussed different responsibilities when photographing
men versus women. Borchardt noted, "Men are said to be easier to
photograph because character there, is principally sought, while
the ladies must be made to look pretty or the poor photographer
will starve." 68
Photographers who signed on to promote Florida depended
heavily on female models and they posed their subjects in constructed shots just as boosters and developers manufactured
Florida's Edenic image. A 1925 Suniland headline with typical
"cheesecake" photographs taken at a beach in St. Petersburg
declared, "THERE ARE PEACHES on the BEACHES." 69 One photograph in the collage depicted a muscular man bowling with a giant
ball headed toward bathing girls carefully arranged in pin-like for-

63. Bent, Ballyhoo, 124.
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Duke University Press, 2000), 2.
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(Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2003) , 34.
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January 1925, 38, Floridiana, USF Library.
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mation. The girls, usually photographed in groups, often displayed
their legs in synchronized poses on the beaches or in the water. 70
Suniland never lacked for posed and artistic photographs of
women. The November 1925 magazine provided two excellent
examples. In the first photo, with a Florida sunset in the background, a young woman danced beneath a palm tree on the
beach. She wore a hula skirt and bathing suit, arched her leg like
a dancer, and threw her head back in abandon. The caption questioned, "Who Wouldn't Live in Florida?" 71 The other photo from
Suniland showed a young woman perched on a rock with legs
crossed as she dipped her toe in an ornate pool. Again, she sat
under a palm. The catch phrase below simply stated, "Somewhere
in Florida." 72 All of these images sold Florida through pointed
associations between attractive women and images of Eden. The
men who created ads, however, could be even more forthright
about their intentions. A 1924 full-page ad in Suniland promoted
Coral Gables, "Miami's Master Suburb," as "An Investment in
Beauty." 73 Beauties on display in the photograph lounged in the
elaborate Venetian Pool under coconut palms. George Merrick,
the founder of Coral Gables, had the "picturesque" pool built from
a limestone rock quarry that existed on the site, improving
nature's beauty through modern engineering. 74 The advertisement for Coral Gables explained:
Some folks make an investment only with profits in mind.
Others are attracted by beautiful things and reap large dividends in the joy of possessing them. But when beauty in
extraordinary degree, and profits that are assured beyond
question, are combined in investment opportunity-it is a
chance that no one who invests at all will wish to pass by. 75
In this way, promoters designed a scene filled with beautiful
women in a human-constructed, artificially natural paradise to
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Who Wouldn't Live in Florida?
Suniland, touted as "the magazine of Florida," inundated readers with images of
beautiful females cavorting with Florida nature. Courtesy of Special and Digital
Collections, University of South Florida, Tampa Library.

entice investors. Although the advertisement touted the potential
profits to be made, the promoters appealed to people attracted by
women in paradise. According to the ad, which advised readers to
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"obey that impulse now," potential buyers also exercised control
over women, nature, and profits. 76
Weigall discussed how developers and advertisers reinforced their
control with pageants featuring beautiful women in "natural" settings.
Before Weigall set foot on Florida soil, advertisers showed him that he
could expect to find exotic women luxuriating in tropical splendor.
He was visiting New York when the billboards with Florida advertisements captured his attention and encouraged him to travel to "an
incredible tropical paradise with immense, brilliantly-lit castles towering among the stars and voluptuously-attired semi-Eastern, semiItalian ladies and gallants drifting in the foreground in spacious
gondolas." 77
Based on the travel accounts he published after leaving Florida,
Weigall did not depart the state feeling misled by the advertising. In
his writings he addressed how promoters constructed myths about the
state while they reengineered nature. Workers struggled through
twenty-four hour shifts in the Biscayne swamps and "an army of engineers worked day and night" to connect the human-made Venetian
waterways to the ocean. The engineering scheme was connected to the
elaborate and artificially created Venetian Islands that Carl Fisher promoted. At the same time, ad-men including Weigall staged a pageant
with beautiful females in paradise to champion this development. 78
Weigall wrote the announcement for the elaborate pageant commemorating the project's completion. In the Miami Herald he proclaimed the event to be "the most gorgeous pageant ever attempted
in America." He also wrote that in the famed Venetian Pool's tropical
setting "mermaids and water-nymphs" would be in attendance.79 To
describe the event, like other Florida advertisers, Weigall chose the
images of water nymphs and mermaids, two mythical and sensual
female creatures known for their relationships with nature, to
describe the beautiful women hired to promote this new development. The pageant, however, did not depict a white female bathing
beauty. Weigall recalled the spectacle that took place on the barges
floating down human-made canals, describing for readers how "three
hundred Nubian slave-girls would rise through a fountain of coloured
water." 80 Promoters integrated the natural with the artificial, reengi76.
77.
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79.
80.
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neering swamps to make fake waterways where costumed women
dressed as slaves rose out of dyed water. Advertisers then hailed the
event as an example of man's progress.
Real-estate advertisers counted on staged scenes, pageants,
and images to tempt viewers. Analyzing the content and techniques ad-men employed, Roberts explained:
The eye is distracted by ravishing sketches of Spanish mansions ... palm-shaded canals, dream cities ... bathing-girls
whose knees are never knobby, fishermen who have always
caught a record-breaking fish, beautiful children who play
sweetly and happily without falling in the water or bursting
into harrowing screams. 81
Not all women in Florida, however, had the leisure time to be
bathing beauties. Still, advertisers seized all opportunities to promote the state through its female residents. In Suniland's
December 1925 feature on "Women Realtors of Florida," Ruth
Bowman Mott interviewed three female realtors and concluded
women bring "piquancy to a 'deal' and lend just that touch of the
romantic to the hard, cold materialism of a dollars and cents
exchange." Mott argued that selling Florida real estate and seducing investors ideally suited women like Mrs. Myrtle B. Englar, a former "beauty specialist" who "turned the key to her rouges and
lotions, her creams and hair tonics, hung out a real estate sign and
in eighteen months sold $4,000,000 worth of property." Mott credited Englar's success to the female beauty specialist's knowledge of
human nature: "Ambitions, hopes, disappointments, the beauty
specialist learns them bit by bit, and unconsciously pieces them
together like a picture in a kaleidoscope, the prototype of the
human character." 82
The state also employed working women in less glamorous
enterprises, though promoters of the state persisted in emphasizing female beauty in depictions of labor. In the Suniland article
"From Tree to You: How the Fruit Crop is Grown and Marketed,"
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writer Frank G. Heaton included a photograph of a young female
worker at a fruit plant standing over a box filled with sumptuous
citrus. "Many of the girls in the plants are as attractive as the fruit,"
the caption exclaimed, blurring the boundaries between the natural environment and the women living and working in it.83
The photograph of a young woman working in a fruit plant suggested a different side to Florida. Nevertheless, the image had less to
do with the actual labor she performed and much more to do with
her attractiveness. In his study of tourism and labor in Colorado from
1858 to 1917, Thomas G. Andrews examines the "erasure of physical
work and those who performed it from places shaped by labor yet
increasingly perceived and represented by elites as retreats from
urban industrial malaise." 84 Like the tourist industries in other states,
Florida required a vast network of maids, cooks, and waitresses to
carry out the business of leisure. These women's stories and experiences, however, have been obscured and ignored in part because
tourism depended on the inconspicuousness of maids, cooks, and
waitresses. Their obvious presence might disturb the manufactured
idyll Florida's promoters worked so hard to create. Andrews explains
that the tourism industry "surround[ed] bourgeois travelers with the
sort of labor they were least likely to consider work: the household
work ofwomen and the menial labor ofracialized others." 85
With white men controlling Florida's imagery, advertisers also
felt no need to conceal the presence of what Andrews referred to as
"racialized others." Instead, boosters used the presence of Seminole
Indians in Florida to market the state's environment and women as
exotic and mythic. Robert King and Harry Warren composed the
1925 song "Seminola (An Indian Love Song)" about a "dusky maid"
who lived in a "little teepee that stands in the shades of the great
Everglades." 86 The sheet music cover pictured a lovely Pocahontastype woman, with long braided hair and a feather. Teepees made
up the background and completed the assortment of stereotypical
Native American imagery. 87 Inaccurate as it was, this song evoked
83.
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unconventional beauty in Native Americans such as Seminola even
as the songwriters distorted the realities of life for these women.
Boosters used Seminoles residing in the Everglades to portray
Florida as an ancient, mystical, and adventurous place.
Promoters felt comfortable manipulating images of Seminole women
to lure visitors, but Florida's top promotion magazine revealed another side
to the noble versus savage equation, or what Rayna Green identifies as the
"Pocahontas Perplex" in American culture. Green contends that whites typically have represented Native American women as noble "Princess [es]" or
savage "Squaw[s] ," depending on their relationship with male figures. 88 An
article written by Justin G. Jarvis in Sunilands March 1925 issue identified
the Seminoles as "Savages of Southern Sunshine."89 Jarvis bluntly pronounced "these aborigines" to be "worth many millions of dollars in advertising value to Florida."90 But Jarvis and other promoters did not see the
Seminoles as legitimate citizens, only as fodder for their image and placemaking machine or as labor that could be exploited. Jarvis referred to the
women as "squaws" and described how they made "the gay-colored skirts,
shirts and blouses which the savages wear.',g 1 Jarvis neglected to mention
that tourists eagerly paid money for these "souvenirs." Automobiles and the
development of new highways, especially the Tamiami Trail that accommodated numerous roadside attractions, brought tourists into the more
remote regions of Florida inhabited by the Seminoles. This forced the
Seminoles to adapt to their changing environment, and "some of the
Indians cashed in on the boom, moving to roadside villages where tourists
paid to watch them wrestle alligators, sew patchwork, and weave baskets.',g2
"In this context," Mikaela Adams argues, "Seminoles once again became
remnants of the American past, a reminder of the old frontier days, and a
sort of living museum for an American public :fuscinated by its imagined
national origins.',g3
Jarvis also discussed the Seminoles' future and contended,
"The day will come when Florida may have an Indian reservation
as another popular resort which tourists will visit and exclaim
88.
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about in wonder." 94 To Jarvis, this proposed Seminole reservation
could only result in profit for the white men who would market the
Seminoles in their "natural" environment. He overlooked the
potential destruction of the Seminoles, their culture, and their
environment if whites forced them to reside in a reservation on display for tourists. Just as boosters marketed the climate and white
bathing beauties, they used Seminoles as pawns in their exploitation and manipulation of Florida's image and environment.
Promoters, paralleling their representation of Seminoles, typified blacks as either "alligator bait," falling victim to the darker side
of Florida's environment, or as black "happy helpers," clearing and
farming land for white development while advertisements depicted whites conquering nature or enjoying its beauty.95 Just as
Florida's white developers directly exploited black labor, promoters also exploited popular perceptions of black individuals to market the state. "Staging tourism" through their display of racialized
others, advertisers also conveyed their vision of race relationsone in which servile minorities catered to whites' desire to control
and commodify Florida nature, reinforcing Andrew Hurley's argument that "the domination of nature involves and necessitates the
control of human beings."96 Although this paper focuses on the
gendered dimension of 1920s Florida advertising, environmental
racism is another dimension scholars should pursue.
Those in charge of managing Florida's image sold the state
through a gendered lens, feminizing the lush, natural environment and marketing attractive women as a feature of this landscape . Neither the women nor the environment boosters
portrayed in their ad campaigns existed naturally in Florida.
94. Jarvis, "Florida's Seminoles, " 25.
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,December 1924, 10, Special Collections, P.K. Yonge Library of Florida History,
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Ironically, Suniland, a magazine devoted to promoting Florida,
acknowledged the misleading quality of the state's advertising.
Although Suniland's contributors pronounced themselves to be
uninvolved in advertising schemes, the editorial "Put Not Your
Faith in Fakers" criticized that "unprincipled pest the advertising
schemer." According to the editors, these tricksters created ads
based solely on their own imaginations. 97 Like the schemers they
denounced, Suniland's own writers, photographers, and promoters
embraced every opportunity to manipulate Florida's cultural identity through their own reimaginings of paradise.
In these visions of Florida, men cast themselves in the dominant role as community builders, remaking and improving a feminine nature to achieve their goals of progress and profit. S. M.
Shelton praised these visionaries in Suniland, describing Florida's
feminized environment as subordinate to man's advances .
Shelton claimed, "The sunrise in the morning is like the boom of
a cannon waking the world to another day of beauty and progress.
The sunset, in its wonderful tints, records another rung in man's
ladder of progress." 98 This comment suggested that the environment only existed for man to mark his advance upon it. At the end
of the day, men charted progress through control of the environment, and managing Florida's image proved to be a useful tool in
these efforts.
Although boosters promoted Florida as a natural paradise,
they sought to improve nature and build the environment of their
visions. The culture that shapes our ideas about nature also influences our expectations of how nature should or should not look,
and as William Cronon contends, the assumptions people make
about nature can have far-reaching consequences.
Once our vision of its ideal form becomes a moral or cultural imperative-we can remake it so completely that we
become altogether indifferent or even hostile toward its
prior condition. Taken far enough, the result can be a
landscape in which nature and artifice, despite their
apparent symbolic opposition, become indistinguishable
because they finally merge into one another. 99
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Some observers, nevertheless, understood the artificiality of this
construction. In a July 1926 PopulaT Science article, "Islands Made to
Order on Florida Coast," the author remarked, "There's not enough
of Florida to go around, so they're making more of it daily, taking it
out of the sea." 100 Similarly, Jane Fisher described her husband's
attempts to build his dream city in Miami and acknowledged, "A glittering publicity fac;:ade glamorized a city that was still in the making,
concealing the make-shift scenery backstage." 101 Advertisers manufactured much of the "nature" sold during the land boom such as the
imported, non-native coconut palms under which bathing beauties
lounged. 102 Regardless, the artificiality of Florida's environment does
not make it any less important to study. Jennifer Price explains, "The
countermodern definition of Nature as anti-Artifice has always erased
the human artifice in our bastions of Nature- and the definition of
Artifice as anti-Nature has in every case erased the nature used to
manufacture it." 103 Examining the use of women and nature in 1920s
advertising of the Florida land boom reveals the human artifice associated with constructing real and imagined environments.
Many people in the late twentieth and early twenty-first centuries have expressed concern for the loss of Florida's natural paradises.104 We must consider, however, how our culture defines
these natural paradises and question whether they ever really existed beyond our imaginations. "Here's the thing about Florida and
money," professor and journalist Diane Roberts confides, "Other
states sell stuff they make (widgets, cogs), stuff they grow (corn, cotton), or stuff they think up (dot.coms, insurance). Florida sells
itself." 105 The image, place, and mythmaking process will remain
invisible only as long as we pretend that the Florida mystique fostered and developed by this era of advertising does not still lure millions of travelers, retirees, and speculators to the state each year.
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